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1.  Market Rate – what is being charged locally?
Some Cake Decorators will do a survey of other local decorators and think that
if they charge a similar price – that could be in the correct ‘ball park’.  Therefore,
it could be argued that whatever that local rate is... customers would expect to
pay that price. 

There is a disadvantage to this strategy.  That is that you don’t actually KNOW
how accurate your competitors are at pricing their creations – so they could be
gifting part of their cake(s), or even using the ‘Totally Guessing’ strategy – see #10
below!  If you simply follow their patterns – you too are possibly mimicking their
errors.  So watch out for this short cut - as it could leave you out of pocket.  Hint:
It would be a good idea to combine method #9 with this method #1! 

2.  Price a cake depending upon who is purchasing
I heard a story recently from a local lady who was very ‘well heeled’ and frankly
could afford anything she wanted to purchase.

She needed a celebration cake for her daughter’s birthday.  A local cake
decorator, knowing this lady’s circumstances – quoted a huge price for quite a
simple cake.  (I am guessing she had her fingers crossed behind her back at the
same time as relating the price to her potential customer)  

The cost was rejected immediately and this cake decorator was swiftly shown
the door.  There was no offer of a simpler, cheaper design as probably that this
cake decorator assumed her price would be accepted.  The potential customer
was furious as like normal, she felt like she was being taken advantage of, because
of her wealthy position. 

It is true that you could charge more to the wealthier segments of our
communities, if that was what they were EXPECTING to pay.  If members of an
exclusive Golf Club which costs a lot to join – see you as the ‘Go To’ decorator -
as all their friends had also used your services, you are unlikely to come across a
potential customer querying your quote, as they will know what others have
roughly paid for your services.  

It is a gauge frankly of fairness, honesty and whether your product is valued.
Bear in mind that an alternative simpler design and therefore cheaper solution
could be offered if the first design and price is rejected. 

3.  Price determined by worth to your customer
Perhaps you discover that in your locality brides expect to pay 5% of their
wedding budget on a tiered cake.  If their total wedding day spend is say 20k – a
wedding cake is 1,000 minimum.

Another aspect of the ‘what is it worth’ strategy... is urgency.
A cake planned in advance is one fee but any order with short notice and needed
urgently is totally another fee.

These are prices determined by supply and demand and the price goes up if there
is a short supply.  Speed of delivery demands a premium price, but will give the
customer piece of mind to know that they will definitely get their order on time. 



4.  Become a ‘celebrity’ recognised brand - and increase your prices
We all are aware that celebrity cake designers charge highly – just because they
can.  They are normally located in the large cities in their own premises or selling
via exclusive Food Halls.

What are they charging for their designs?  This is a question of perception.
Here is a little exercise for you – in imagination... 

Take a beautifully created exclusively designed celebration cake and imagine a
price for this to be sold at the local school fair, at a cake stall.  Remember the
price you first thought of.  

Now take EXACTLY the same design and ingredients and imagine this is now
being sold from a celebrity designers shop or one of the exclusive Food Halls we
have in the cities.  How much has the price increased?  It is exactly the same
cake!  But now it is ten times more – or even more than that!

So becoming a recognised brand will increase the price by many multiples.

5.   Determine a minimum charge, get a waiting list 
     – and pick and choose who to work with 

Another thought is relating to the popularity of the cake decorator (not so much
as being a well known celebrity – but still to do with popularity).  

I know of a local well known cake decorator who is now refusing all orders
under a certain price level, because she simply now can pick and choose which
customers she works with and the designs she loves to do.  She can price what
she wants to charge because people want to book HER to make their cake,
simply because of her reputation, delicious cakes and designs.  

So when being asked if you have availability for a particular celebration cake – it
is a wise move to perhaps NOT say, ‘Yes you are the first to book for that
month’.  Rather, why not hold your cards closer to your chest and say something
like ‘Let me see if I can fit you in’.  This gives more confidence to the potential
customer that you ARE busy and that others are booking with you.  It is not
being dishonest – just ensuring that you do not look desperate for the contract
because you have nothing else to do!

So what would your minimum charge be?

6.   Charging a premium for ‘Exclusivity’
Another way to charge more highly is to offer a completely exclusive design
‘never to be repeated’.  Now for some customers they will pay highly for this
service – if your customers are from the ‘right circles’.  Just by offering a
completely tailor made ‘never to be repeated’ design you could charge a
premium price for this service. 

7.   Price dictated by a price list 
You could create a series of cakes, designs and prices.  By designing the cakes once
and then reselling each design with a slight variation, tailored to suite the
customer to make it bespoke; you will be saving design time and therefore money.

If the time to create the original design was charged out each time, but not



expended in time, the profit on the ‘price list’ variation cakes will remain higher
with one design being resold over and over again. 

The disadvantage of this method of charging – is the potential of the work
becoming tedious and factory like, rather than a fresh new design each cake.

8.   Determine your own hourly rates
Discover what you would like to earn each month and then work backwards to
work out how many orders you would need to fulfil in order to achieve your
target.  Not each cake is equal, but finding out what you would like to earn on an
hourly basis is a good start.  

9.   Cost Based Pricing
The ninth way to price a cake – is by ascertaining precisely what the cake
ingredients cost, as well as costing any sundry items – like boxes, board, ribbons
and other items.  If you think that this is a good place to begin - start by getting
your favourite recipes costed up in the varying cake sizes you usually receive
enquiries for.  

Have you got a Price List?  If not... could you?    If you start with the knowledge
of what you have paid out for and then be aware of the ways cakes are priced
from this Guide (hint – NOT #10. Totally Guessing) and being mindful of what
the market in general is willing to pay in your area,  you could easily charge more
highly for your creations – and still have your customers be delighted to pay you.  

10. Totally Guessing what to charge
I find a lot of people just charge what they feel it is OK to charge and more
honestly what they are most comfortable asking for.  

This strategy (or lack of) will also be determined by their beliefs and thoughts
around money and being worthy of getting paid for their talent.

Some feel embarrassed, because in essence we have been taught that ‘work’ is
something you do 9 – 5 and is to be endured and to look forward to holidays
and time off. 

It is a strange concept now to charge for something you adore doing and look
forward to.

However, there are so many cake decorators using this method, especially when
it comes to ‘charging’ their friends and family.   

So in short it really is better NOT to guess and get some clarity on your prices
and what to charge.

Conclusion
So you see pricing is not only about discovering the exact cost of the ingredients
and all the items that make up a cake price, but is also about perceptions of
value, location, expertise, professionalism, a full order book and last but not
least... honesty. 
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Hi I am Karen MacFadyen – and why do I know what
I know?

I have worked with creative designers all my life,
organising them, encouraging them and advising them
on how to price and a little while ago I realised that I
could help cake designers/decorators to do exactly
the same.  

I am qualified in City & Guilds Sugarcraft, have run
my own home based cake business, have a teaching
certificate, Business Coaching qualifications as well as
having small business skills gained from working with
designers for many years.  I wanted to help

specifically the cake decorators/designers to start by pricing correctly and to
build their hobby into a sensible and profitable business. 

And from the get go - this has to begin with pricing ingredients correctly and not
losing money on a quote.

I have created some products to help with precisely that challenge.  So if this is you...

Don’t miss this!

If you would love to make a start with getting a precise cost for your ingredients,
and stop losing out whilst knowing for certain how much you have outlaid, as well
as having a professional way to take customer orders – then do check this out! 

Introducing our unique product bundle – Cake Baker’s Tool Kit. 

As a subscriber 
– you can save over 50% off.   

CLICK HERE: 
https://cakecoachonline.com/cake-bakers-tool-kit-members/ 

Kind regards,

Karen

Creator CakeCoachOnline
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